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A brief glance at the blog pages on my website https://www.hf-systems.com/ testifies to the 

fact that I don’t tend to write very often about my directional views on the financial markets. 

Knowing that I have held the CMT designation of the illustrious CMT Association for many 

years might lead one to believe that is what I do each day but that’s not entirely true these 

days.  

After a serving a long apprenticeship studying market price dynamics and providing forecasts 

and trading strategies for professional traders I discovered the systematic approach in the 

late 1990s and haven’t looked back since. The adoption of a systematic approach to trading 

served to quell any doubts I had as a budding trader which stemmed from applying subjective 

methodologies and half-baked, pseudo systems to the markets. It provided answers to 

questions such as, “What works and what doesn’t?” and “How much of a drawdown is 

acceptable along the way to profitability?”. 

I immersed myself in systematic trading methodologies, absorbing publications written by the 

likes of such greats as Larry Williams, Jake Bernstein and Bruce Babcock JR, books which 

provided the foundations upon which my own proprietary methodologies and systems were 

to be built.  

Despite moving towards being totally systematic in my trading (where I am today) I recall 

having heard it said that many of the best traders and investors are those who are able to 

make their best ‘bets’ when multiple factors are in their favour. In the market forecasting 

arena this translates to making directional calls only when the odds are firmly stacked in one’s 

favour which brings me back ‘on point’.  

On 1st May 2017 I made a very strong case for buying EUR/USD based on my reading of the 

charts in my article entitled, ‘MAYDAY! call for EUR/USD?’.  

The argument was very simple as many of the best ones tend to be and was supported by 

analysis on data stretching all the way back to the mid-1970s. Many years prior I had identified 

and tested a price configuration which seemed to offer relatively early confirmation that a 

new multi-month/multi-year trend was underway for the US dollar against its main European 

counterpart currency, initially the German mark and then the euro since 1999. This price 

configuration or indicator had recently generated a ‘buy’ signal which suggested a high 

probability of seeing a much higher EUR/USD rate over subsequent months and possibly 

years. Here is a link to the article: 

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/64001b_6ad906c6fe7a43b584cfcac6d5741769.pdf 

In addition to the technical argument which was backed up by empirical evidence there were 

other supporting factors in play which, subjective as I knew they were, favoured a much 

stronger EUR/USD going forward. One week prior to “MAYDAY!” I wrote an article entitled 

‘The Grand Old Party and the US dollar’ which called for a multi-year decline in the value of 

the US dollar based on political and cyclical grounds.  
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https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/64001b_d1aeb81a78344cf48c07beae09adf995.pdf 

The analysis therein highlighted a distinct bearish bias for the US dollar under Republican 

Administrations since Nixon/Ford and at that time Donald Trump’s tenure had barely begun. 

The re-appearance of the Grand Old Party came at a time when the US dollar was in the final 

throes of an eight-year advance against the euro which in terms of duration was at the top 

end of the scale for such cyclical movements dating back to just before the currency was 

allowed to float freely. 

What happened after the MAYDAY! call? 

As can be seen in Figure 1 below the euro embarked on a very strong advance right from the 

get go very much in line with the bullish forecast. From May to September (and I might add 

much to the disdain of many a market watcher) EUR/USD enjoyed its first real summer since 

the 2014 crash, gaining more than 11% over a very short period.  

After registering a swing high at 1.2093 on 8th September a correction then unfolded which 

saw EUR/USD retrace back to 1.1553 before forming a solid base in a pattern not too 

dissimilar to the late-2002 correction during the previous bout of multi-year cyclical euro 

strength. The red ‘line in the sand’ you see below the current price is the (7/7) weekly support 

line at 1.1553.   

Figure 1. EUR/USD weekly chart (2016-2017) 
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What next for EUR/USD? 

My bullish argument for EUR/USD (which is really a function of my bearish view on the US 

dollar) remains firmly intact as, barring the 10% rally since “MAYDAY!”, nothing much has 

changed. It is pleasing to see that there are sound arguments for taking the opposite side of 

the trade (e.g. interest rate differentials in favour of the USD) which stores up potential to 

fuel the rally as the prevailing psychology turns progressively more bullish and the new reality 

hits home. Remember all those ‘experts’ calling for sub-parity levels not so long ago?   

As I outlined in my follow up piece on 22nd June entitled ‘Is Elliott Waving Goodbye to the US 

dollar?’ I believe that on technical, cyclical and political grounds that the dollar is in the initial 

stages of the latest leg of a major devaluation which began back in 1985. I called for “a 20 to 

30% decline from current levels” and stated on the record that the forecast “may turn out in 

hindsight to be conservative”.  

The call projects a EUR/USD somewhere in the 1.3400-1.4500 region with an eventual break 

of the 1.6039 all-time high of 2008 likely to follow. Here is the article again.    

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/64001b_99fb01ac6c25428981276ec228773778.pdf 

What could possibly go wrong? 

Obviously, no forecast is set in stone and just as those “sub-parity” EUR/USD bears were 

saying after their rude awakening this summer, “when the facts change so do I!”. On political 

grounds we have a Republican Administration which will retain power for at least three more 

years so barring an enforced departure for Mr Trump followed by a change in governing Party, 

not much change is expected on the political front. 

On cyclical grounds the US dollar’s previous uptrend could in theory resume and EUR/USD 

would then be looking at making a new low for the 2008- bear cycle beyond 1.0340 (perhaps 

as part of a larger basing process?) but the move would be picked up well in advance by most 

technical sell signals. This brings me back to the indicator I used in the “MAYDAY!” article, the 

(7/7) weekly support line.   

As I highlighted in Figure 1 we now have a major support point in place at 1.1553, the 

November reaction low. The reason this support level is seen as crucial is because it 

represents a (7/7) weekly support line which, as I outlined in the “MAYDAY!” article, has a 

long history of accuracy of forecasting multi-month and in many cases multi-year price swings 

for EUR/USD and its proxies when broken.  

So, my line in the sand currently stands at 1.1553, the loss of which would force me to 

abandon my bullish bias on technical grounds and admit defeat, if being bullish from just 

below 1.0900 can be termed as such.  

A little more on the power of the (7/7) weekly line      

Not only has the (7/7) weekly line acted as a reliable directional bias gauge holding 

implications for multi-month and multi-year timeframes it also has had a decent record over 

the shorter-term multi-week timeframe often acting as a trend continuation indicator.  

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/64001b_99fb01ac6c25428981276ec228773778.pdf


In Figure 2 you can see a large segment of the 2000/2008 bull cycle along with all the (7/7) 

weekly support and resistance lines in red. Note how EUR/USD often accelerates higher 

almost immediately following the breach of a (7/7) line and vice versa, providing a window of 

opportunity for the multi-week swing trader as well as the multi-month “investor”. On Figure 

2 you will notice five examples of (7/7) line breaks with a theoretical trade exit seen after 

seven weekly closes following the break of the “signal” line. (Just as an aside since 1999 the 

indicator when used with a seven-week trade exit has been profitable 61.7% of the time with 

an impressive profit factor of 3.45).     

Figure 2. EUR/USD weekly chart (2002-2006) and (7/7) weekly entries, exit after 7 weeks  

 

As a case in point the 1.2093 September high represents a (7/7) weekly resistance line which, 

if as I suspect will be breached in January, should act as catalyst for another surge in EUR/USD 

over the following seven weeks (at least) as the next leg of the cyclical bull market gets 

underway. Watch this space……           

 

 

 

For access to proprietary systematic trading signals, Swiss-regulated managed 

trading accounts, market related education and much more please contact me via 

email at hmfsystems@gmail.com   

Website: https://www.hf-systems.com/about 


